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Living as a Christ
Part II
The Earth and all life upon her are constantly being maintained
through the inward and outward flow of the breath that is connecting
everything and everyone with the essential core of all that is living.
When every breath is pulsing in harmony with the heart beat of the
universe and each breath becomes an ongoing prayer of gratitude for
life itself, many of you will realize that you have come to Earth at this

pivotal time to “breathe” into being the foundations for a new Golden
Age of Freedom.
~ Jeshua as Jesus the Christ
Mary Magdelene within the embrace of Mother Mary:
Many of you are reaching out for a new vision, a new reason to keep on
maintaining your desire for living on your Earth while all life upon her,
within her and above her is being shifted into an entirely new reality. As
the energy increases within and around your bodies and your world, it is
good to remember that this increase is escalating the ascension
frequencies so all of life can move through this shift in as much ease as
possible. It might be helpful to know that going from a third to a fifth
density world has never been done before, yet each of you has chosen to
be a part of this glorious shift.
This may be more enjoyable for you and everyone in your life if you not
only understand what is going on, yet you also see how you can take a
more active part in the ascension process. You are presently being given
the opportunity to be part of creating the foundations for a new Golden
Age and new Golden Age Communities. Every one of you has unique
gifts that can be put to use during this magnificent unfolding. Your
offering needs to be seen by you and then demonstrated ~ not so you can
be seen and appreciated, yet rather so you can feel your deeper purpose
in being here during this Great Shift in the Ages.
What many of you are seeing and feeling now is the uprooting of the old
world to make room for the seeding of the new. A Golden Age always
begins with a complete shift in consciousness. It takes courage and great
passion to create a new world. I am witnessing both your excitement and
your occasional unrest, yet know that your unrest is a deeply wonderful
sign because it is awakening the passion within your deep heart to move
forward in your ascension.

The unrest you may be witnessing in your lives or seeing in the world
around you can be used as fuel to awaken the deeper energies within
your belly and your heart, for these are needed for you to rise up and out
of your slumber. Your hearts must literally be opened, and in some cases
shocked open, for some of you to be moved beyond your complacency
and the lives you have considered normal.
To move into Unity or Christ Consciousness, you must remember how
to live in communion ~ or in community ~ with everything and
everyone. Your whole being is literally being realigned to live in
harmony with the natural rhythms that exist within nature, within the
lives of the animals on your land, the birds in the air and the fish in your
seas. Everything that is alive is literally being nourished by the Great
Cosmic Mother.
You sometimes forget that you are a citizen of the cosmos and that you
are living within the universal womb of this Great Mother whose only
desire is to nourish and support your well being on every level.
Every heart that beats was meant to be in harmonic resonance
with all of life everywhere. Right now this pulse beat
is speeding up to assist in the great awakening.
This increase in the energies that are surrounding your world are also
coming forth to support you in moving your mind and feeling nature out
of its limited programming so you can live more fully in the present. The
Presence only lives in the moment. Just as the Earth is surrounded by an
etheric sphere that is filled with the Mother’s love, you too live in a
spherical womb of energy that just keeps getting larger as you embody
more of your Presence. Your time has come, beloveds, not only to rise
out of your ancient slumber, yet also to live completely from the love
that is encoded within and around every heart.

To assist you in this glorious adventure that every heart and soul has
longed for, we have created the Golden Age Man and Woman Course
to personally mentor you to embody your Presence, walk your mastery,
and co-create a new Golden Age of Freedom.
***
To learn more about The Golden Age Man and Woman Course created by
the Masters, go to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click
on Golden Age Man and Woman from the menu.
“Walk the Earth as a Living Master” is now available as an Online Course.
To learn how you can work personally with these Masters to achieve your
own mastery, go to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com & click on
Mastery I from the menu.
The Courses at www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com have been
designed by the Ascended Masters to assist you in embodying the Presence
and living in freedom and abundance.
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master are offered by
the Unveiled Mystery School of the Ascended Masters, created by the Masters
to assist humanity in living their mastery. The receivers of the Masters’
transmissions, facilitators of the Courses and coordinators of the school are
Kamala Everett and Sharon Rose. Kamala is the author of “Heart Initiation:
Preparing for Conscious Ascension” and has been receiving transmissions
from the Masters for over 35 years. Sharon has been in communication with
the Masters for over 30 years and has written more than a dozen spiritual
books.
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